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The question of Fascism in Amer- pseudo-revolutionary mas movement vantage . of ,possessing an intellect .. Ac-J,.-, ica; the question that is, of the ' . closely modeled on the German and cordingly he seems to find it difficult to 
.. possibility of its rise; of its nature, _ Italian examples, recklessly using eco- use the full Fascist incantati ons. H ow-

if and ·when it does ' arise; and of the 'nomic _demagogic promises· of scotching ever, he will probably soon get over such 
best methods by which the .American - the bankers, big capitalists ·, etc., and intelltctual squeamishness.
working class can combat it, is of .capital mingling these with appeals to race The question, however, of which, if 
importance :' . hatred and jingoism of every kind. a·ny, . of the present embryo .Fa scist or-

We are often asked w;whether Marx- (b) What I would call State Fas- ganizations will · rise . to formidable di-
ists consider tl)at Fascist is inevitable. cism, that is to say, a gradual. and con- . · mens10ns is at bottom the simple ques-
The proper answer to this question cealed ' abandonment of democratic forms tion of which, if any, of them, will at-
seems t to me to be tO say that an at- 1 by the existing Capitalist state, SO that tract a really large amount of financial
tempt to establish the Fascist ' form of political democracy is slipped off without support , from some big capitali st inter-
the capitalist dictatorship in America is the need for a seizure of power by a · est. The formula of Fascist demagogy

inevitable but that there Ii( nothing specially organized mass movement. is now pretty well established. But it 
whatever inevitable about the successof There are plenty of signs in America needs heavy financial backing to make it 
a Fascist mass ,movement. today of the growth of both these forms effective Each of the would be Amer-

Marx long ago expre·ssed the ihevi- of Fascism. I have attempted some . ican 'Fascist leaders is,· of course, per-
tability of the attempt I by· the - present . slight study of the various . efforts now petually engaged jl.S was Hitler in try
holders of power to maintain their post- being made· to establish demagogic mass · ing to capture . some really import ant 
t10n, by .a more open and flagrant use movements along Nazi lines in America capitalist, or capitalist group, fr om 

· of violence and terror He said that There are the silver shirts, the khaki , whom to draw funds. Arid the first man
"every · revolution · inevitably breeds its shirts, and the 'reconstructed Ku Klux -whether Mr. Pelley of the Silver 
counter-revolution." He meant, of Klan, for example. All these movements Shirts, Mr . Dennis of The Awak ener or 
course, that as the ever deepening crisis are of a,perfectly orthodox Fascist: char- another-who "'Iands" a For d or a 
of capitalism drove the workers into acter. There is nothing surprising even Morgan partner, or a Myron Ta ylor, 
mass action, ·as the horrors of capitalist about the extreme illiteracy, and  indeed and thus receives several million dollars, 
war alternated with the horrors of capi- insanity, of their , programs and of the will become the leader of the demagogic
talist peace a the workers were forced statement of their leaders Every one Fascist movement in America. 
slowly and reluctantly : but inevitably, to of the fantastic utterances of Mr. Pelley For it is in this way that Fascism be-

come into action against the system, so of the Silvet Shirts, for example could comes the bludgeon of capitali sm. T o . 
also die violent and terroristic action of ·be -parallelel . by German ' prototypes. suggest that the . capitalists th emselves 
the armed forces of the capitalist class Here is a quotation from an article in "think up" Fascism for their own pro-

. would increase. • -Mr. Pelley's journal · Lilberation for · tection is to oversimplify 1the question. 
Is , there anything more crassly ig- April 22, 1932: What actually happens is that certain 

norant than the charge, now commonly . . ambitions, able and Unscrupulous types 
leveled by liberal intellectuals against us, · Israel, .at least that part of it represented see the possibility of organizin g a mass
that Marx never realized the possibility by the tnhe of Judah, contams a great. mass movemen t ·by wild demagogic promise , 

f F , of entities from Cosmos who have incar- · · · of a.scism t is true t at t wor . . . . combme wit t e m ammation o race 
was not invented in hisr day. ' ijut, both , nated inmd_dthis vast hatred and nationalism to the nth de-rmage on_ against t , e · 1te eop es-- . = , in terms · of general theory, and in the cosmicallyspeaking -- ofthe earth. gree ; They then make a start with w at 
particular case of that regime, Fascist · resources they can muster, and it osonly 
in all but name, the · Third Empire of Such statements could be paralleled when they have already some nucleus of 
Louis Napoleon Marx studied Fascism from the programs of most of the pres- a movement that the.y are able to enlist 
with peculiar care. He never for a· mo- ent 'Fascist organizations. It would, how- heavy capitalist contributions. T hey do 
ment fell into the Utopian delusion that ever, be the greatest mistake in \the this by balancing their confused anti-
the working class would be allowed to world to think tha'.t this gibberish neces- capitalist, anti-"money power' street-
take power without ' the most desperate sarily makes them negligible. On the corner propaganda with the most bind-
resistance ori the part of the ,capitalist contrary, it is probable that these organi- ing p_ublic and private pledge s to the 
class. AndFascism is precisely the most zations, using the wildest . type of a:nti- capitalists to serve their inter ests faith-
violent and #le most desperate form of N egro, anti- ew, · pro-jingo : demagogy, fully, if and when they come into power.1 this resistance . . stand a 'good· deal ·more · chanc'e of suc- If Mr. Lawrence Dennis finds it diffi~ Thequestion of tje form .in which cess than do saner~seeming Fascisf move- cult to mouth Mr. Pelley's wild nonsense 
Fascist movements ar e likely to develop ments. Mr. Lawrence Dennis, who has about "freeing the nation fro m the .J ew-
in America is of importance There recently turned Fascist, is, for example, ish money power," he is 'par ticular ly 
seem to be two broad possibilities. I attempting to create a Fascist moyemtnt sti:ong on promising capitalists that his 
would call them respectively · around his new journal The Awakener. movement will protect their interests to 

(a) Fascism Proper, that is to say, a Mr. Dennis, however, · suffers the disad0- the very( last dollar . . For example, his 


